Dear Big Data Value Community,

Welcome to the BDVA Newsletter of December 2019!

With the festive season around the corner we are delighted to share many news, opportunities and achievements from the European Big Data Value Community. In our last edition of 2019, we continue for you news from the last 3 months of the year and we put in spotlight our community events and latest relevant papers.

We hope that you will enjoy reading our newsletter. If you would like us to include relevant topics in our upcoming newsletters, please feel free to contact us.

Happy reading and all the best wishes for the 2020.

Kind regards,
The BDVA and BDV-PPP Team

---

**IN THE SPOTLIGHT**

- **EDVIFIR video: after-event movie and interviews**
- **Data Protection in the era of Artificial Intelligence (BDVA position paper)**

**BDVA ACTIVITIES AND BDVA COMMUNITY**

- BDVA welcomes 16 new members
- Discover the new BDVA i-Spaces 2019
- BDVA and HEISI align a Memorandum of Collaboration
- Breakfast Debate at the European Parliament - Towards a European Partnership in AI, Data and Robotics
- BDVA at the DEI Stakeholder Forum 2019
- Artificial Intelligence and Automotive Industry - Automotive Hungary Conference
- Last BDVA Activity Group of 2019: Data Governance and Data Sharing
- BDVA launches a new subgroup on Finance under TET Applications

**OPPORTUNITIES AND EUROPEAN ECOSYSTEM**

- Datifi and All Awards 2020
- Thoughts about Personal Data Portability? We would like to hear from you!

**BIC DATA VALUE PPP IMPLEMENTATION**

- First open call for the issuers of the Academic Level of the BIC Data Science Analytics BICID for innovation
- BDV PPP in Kigali: “Addressing the Growing trend for BD in Data Science”
- BDV PPP in South Summit 2019
- BDV PPP in Medium
- Discover the new entries of BDVs data policy blog
- Policy4Data: policy insights and recommendations from H2020 big data projects
- CLASS: Creating a real-time ensemble vision
- CLASS at the Smart City Expo World Congress 2019
- CLASS software framework makes modest structure in real-life setting
- ELARIT’s presence at Big Data London
- i-BiData++ presented at the Data Science Conference 2019
- i-BiData++ CRIP Hackathon
- i-BiData++ Data contribution, ingestion and processing layer
- Safe-ID: Professional Partners Community programme
- Meet the next EDI startups: the brightest big data startups in Europe
- EDVIFIR prepares the pilots to test the blockchain platform and share SD data
- Check out EDVIFIR video presentation!
- Tech4Innovation report on 2019 achievements
- Data Pitch celebrates successes at DGII Summit
- DataTech: Understanding the legal landscape
- B4LI: Beyond Therapy: a caring Data Ethics - European Big Data Community Forum 2019 and Paper
- 4-SIDES Community Position Paper on responsible data-driven innovation: updated version available
- New-public demonstraebles available at DataRef selected
- Transforming Transport How Big Data can transform everyday mobility and logistics

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

**13 - 15 MAY**

BDV PPP Summit

Porto

**AUTUMN 2020**

European Big Data Value Forum

Berlin

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

- JANUARY 31
  - Connected Smart Cities and Communities Conference (Brussels)
- FEBRUARY 12-13
  - Transfer2020 Malaga
- FEBRUARY 18
  - LALEC Lacanau
- MARCH 3-5
  - European Robotics Forum 2020 Malaga

**APRIL**

- 1-2
  - Big Data & AI Summit Berlin
- JUNE 1-5
  - N² Week 2020 Dublin

**MARCH, 21-27**

EuroPC Summit Week 2020

Paris

**MARCH, 21-27**

EuroPC Summit Week 2020

Paris
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This newsletter is compiled by the BDVA Newsletter team with the support of the BDVA funding members: Fraunhofer IAIS, ZF, and the BDVA. This newsletter is sent out irregularly and not at regular intervals. If you wish to unsubscribe, please contact us.